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Abstract: Cloud computing security is a broad research domain with a large
number of concerns, ranging from protecting hardware and platform technologies to protecting clouds data and resource access (through different end- user
devices). Although the advantages of cloud computing are tremendous, the security and privacy concerns of cloud computing have always been the focus of
numerous cloud customers and impediment to its widespread adaptation by
businesses and organizations. The paper presents a systematic literature review
in the field of cloud computing with a focus on risk assessment. This would
help future research and cloud users/business organizations to have an overview
of the risk factors in a cloud environment. And to proactively map their indigenous needs with this technology.
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Introduction

Cloud computing has gained considerable attention in the scientific community.
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort [1]. This definition describes cloud computing as having five characteristics i.e., on-demand self-service, broad network access,
resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service. Although there are many
benefits to adopting cloud computing, there are also significant barriers to adoption.
One of the most significant barrier to adoption is security [2]. As cloud computing
represents a relatively new computing paradigm, therefore the most important concern
is its security from both the perspective of cloud customer and Cloud Service Provider
(CSP). Migrating critical applications and sensitive data to cloud environment is of
great concern for organizations that are moving beyond their data centers. To mitigate
these concerns, a CSP must ensure that customers will continue to have the same
security and privacy controls over their applications and services and provide evidence to customers that their organization are secure and they can meet their service
level agreements [3]. Since the emergence of cloud computing in 2006, a lot of review papers based on cloud computing are available in the current literature but to
date no systematic review of cloud computing risks has been published. Therefore,
the primary goal of this research is to systematically select and review published research work and provide an overview of risk analysis, risk severity and impact of
these risks on cloud users and providers.
The structure of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the research methodology. Section 3 presents the overview of data concerning the reviewed studies.

Section 4 gives the detailed description of the reviewed papers. Section 5 shows the
analysis of the systematic review, and finally the conclusion is presented in section 6.
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Research Methodology

The proposed research uses a systematic review methodology [4,5] to review existing
literature concerning cloud computing security risks, vulnerabilities and threats.
2.1

Research Questions:

In this phase, the review process is planned and research questions were identified.
The following research questions are addressed in this study: RQ1. What are the risks
associated with cloud computing from cloud customer’s perspective? RQ2. What are
the risks associated with cloud computing from cloud Provider’s perspective?
2.2

Defining the Review Protocol

After the selection of the research question, a set of search terms called keywords was
extracted. The keyword and relevant initiatives that make up research question and
that were used during review protocol are: risk assessment, risk analysis, systematic
literature review, cloud computing security, cloud vulnerabilities and cloud threats.
To perform a systematic literature review, the primary research focus is from Springer
Link, Elsevier, Science Direct, ACM, DBLP and IEEE digital library. The research
was narrowed down through the set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Only full
papers in English from peer- reviewed articles, journals and conference proceeding on
the specified topic, published from 2009 to 2013 were considered. A quality assessment checklist (QAC) is developed to assess the individual studies. The QAC is prepared based on kitchenham [4]. The Checklist includes the following questions: a)
Does the research paper clearly specify the research methodology? (b) Is the research
methodology appropriate for the problem under consideration? (c) Are the analysis of
study properly done? If the study fulfills assessment criteria then it is filled with 'yes'.
2.3

Data Extraction and Synthesis

We identified a total of 100 studies. After filtering these studies according to inclusion/ exclusion criteria and QAC, 31 publications were identified as a primary study
for review [6-37]. These included journals (15), conference proceedings (11), white
papers (3) and articles (2). The year of publication of the papers is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of papers in relation to the research questions (RQ).
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Results

The detailed analysis of the selected studies was based on their similarities in terms of
the risk analysis in cloud computing. According to the reviewed publication and to
answer the research questions we identified five main categories of risks associated
with cloud computing both from cloud provider and customer perspective. These
categories include: Organizational, Technological, Data Security and Privacy, physical security and Compliance. Fig. 3 shows risk categories along with their subcategories. We elaborate these categories in the subsequent section from both cloud providers and customer's perspective.
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The results of the systematic review are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the risks considered in each approach
Cloud Provider Risks
Data Security &
Privacy
Technological
Physical Security
Organizational
Compliance and Audit

3.1

List of Studies
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [22]
[7], [8], [19], [21], [22]
[25], [26]
[10], [22], [29]
[20], [23], [24]

Cloud Customer Risks

List of Studies

Data Security & Privacy

[12], [16], [20], [24], [25],
[27], [30], [31], [32], [37],

Technological
Physical Security
Compliance and Audit

[10], [22], [33]
[22], [35]
[28], [30], [34], [38]

RQ1: Risks from Cloud Providers Perspective

1. Data Security, Privacy & Control Risks:
Data security and privacy risks are mitigated through data encryption and it is the
CSP responsibility to handle these rudimentary risks [6]. To ensure data integrity,
confidentiality and availability, the storage provider should offer encryption schema
and scheduled data backups [7]. CSP is responsible to adopt added security measures
to ensure data security. These security measures involve the use of strong encryption
techniques for data security and fine-grained authorization to control user access to
data [8]. Providers are more responsible for the privacy and security of data and application services in public than in private clouds [9]. The major problem with data
encryption is the responsibility of key management. Ideally, it’s the data owners. But
due to the lack of user expertise to handle the keys, they usually hand over the key
management to CSP. But again it will become more difficult for CSP to maintain keys
for a large number of users [10, 11]. CSP is the one responsible for the security of the
data while is being processed, transferred and stored [12]. CSP does not have permission for access to the physical security system of data centers rather they must depend
on the infrastructure provider to get full data security. The CSP can only specify the
security settings remotely, and don't know either they are fully implemented or not. It
is major security risks for CSP if the security settings are not fully implemented [13].
─ Identity and Access Management (IAM):

IAM improves operational efficiency, regulatory compliance by managing the major
security concerns, automated provisioning, authentication and authorization services.
Devki solves this issue by using various techniques such as single sign-on, federated
identity, access control list, directory based service, access on the basis of attributes
[21]. To avoid unauthorized access, the CSP should offer strict access control mechanism. In cloud computing administrative access is done through the internet and this
increases the risk of unauthorized access to data and resources. Therefore, it is very
important to control and monitor the administrative access to maintain protocols [7].
Data in the cloud is globally distributed which brings the issue of jurisdiction and
privacy [11]. According to study only 37% of cloud providers were confident about
security to authenticate users before granting access, whereas 50% of cloud users
considered IAM as the cloud provider’s responsibility. Therefore, achieving compliance requirements could be problematic [15]. According to [14], when the data is
outsourced to a cloud, enforcing secure and reliable data access between several users
is very critical. The user cannot even trust the server because the user’s private data
3

can be exposed in the event of server compromise. The solution is to encrypt data in
differentiated manner and disclose the corresponding decryption keys only to authorized users. This approach has a drawback of performance loss and scalability [16].
Gartner list seven security issues from CSP perspective. The data security and privacy
risks include privileged user access, which inquires about who has access to data [17].
─ Multi-tenancy:

Multi-tenancy is an essential attribute of cloud computing as it increases the use of
underlying hardware resources and allowing for efficient resource provisioning. Multi-tenancy security and privacy is one of the critical challenges for the public cloud
[16]. It is the responsibility of CSP to ensure an isolated boundary for each user’s data
at both physical and application levels [8]. It is possible that the customers’ personal
and financial data are stored by the CSP. Therefore, CSP is responsible to secure the
customers' data. Some providers use job scheduling and resource management, but
most providers employ Virtualization to maximize the use of hardware [18]. These
two methods allow attackers to have full access to the host and cross- VM side channel attacks to extract information from a target VM on the same machine. In multitenancy, data from multiple tenants is likely to be stored in the same database, the risk
of data leakage between these tenants is high [12]. Data is placed in a shared environment with the data from other clients which poses a great risk of multi- tenancy for
CSP. There is a need for some mechanism through which CSP must guarantee data
isolation between clients and they also should be liable for ensuring this isolation[19].
─ Data Availability and Backup:

It is difficult for CSP to guarantee adequate availability and backup of data in the
cloud because the data are hosted distantly in the cloud. Therefore it is not only difficult to backup the data but also to recover the data in case of failure [18]. In the cloud
environment, there are several areas that will threat the data availability including the
availability of cloud computing services, whether the cloud providers would continue
to operate in the future? whether the cloud storage services provide backup? [10]
2. Organizational Risks:
Organizational risks are categorized are categorized as the risks that may impact the
structure of the organization or the business as an entity. These risks include the loss
of business reputation and any organizational change that can happen to the CSP and
cause the provider's failure, termination of the acquisition [28].
─ Organizational Change management:

Resistance to change consequent from organizational politics, changes to people work
is a major organizational risk. To mitigate this, use insight from organizational change
management and involve key stakeholders in the adoption procedure [21].
─ Resource Planning:

According to Hosseini et al. [21], the risk to resource planning is the loss of control
over resources, which lead to ambiguous roles and responsibilities. To overcome this,
it is essential to clarify roles and responsibilities before cloud adoption.
─ Organizational Security Management:

The existing security management models have considerably changed when enterprises adopt cloud. There is a need to reevaluate the existing security models and develop
security standards to ensure the deployment and adoption of secure clouds [9].
3. Technical risks:
Technical risks are defined as the failures associated with the technologies and services provided by the CSP, including resource sharing isolation problems, malicious
attacks on the CSP risks related to portability and interoperability [20]. Technical
risks are related to hardware including poor maintenance of hardware, unresponsive
system, reduction in the availability and hardware failure [6].
─ Portability in the Cloud:

Interoperability between clouds are due to incompatibilities between CSP platforms.
The solution is to use cloud middleware for the ease of cloud interoperability [21].
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─ Application Development:

Risk of service interruption at providers side results in extensive outages and unavailability of services or loss of data. The solution suggested by the authors is to use multiple cloud providers and monitor applications from outside the cloud [21].
─ Lack of Interoperability Standards

Cloud computing lacks interoperability standards. There is no standard of communication and data export format between and within CSP, which makes it difficult to
establish appropriate security frameworks [18]. For CSP, adoption of universal standards is also recommended to ensure interoperability among CSP [7].
4. Compliance and Audit:
Risks related to lack of jurisdiction information, changes in jurisdiction, illegal clauses in the contract and ongoing legal dispute. It is the responsibility of both CSP and
customer to abide by the rules and regulation defined in the contract and audit SLAs
regularly [22]. Traditional CSP is subjected to external audits and security certifications. If a CSP does not adhere to these security audits, then it leads to an obvious
decrease in customer trust [23]. CSP should have security policies with recovery
methods in case of disasters and the ability to restore data completely in a preestablished amount of time [19].
5. Physical Security:
─

Data Location and Data Center:

CSP should guarantee secure operation of the cloud data center in order to provide a
secure physical location for customers' data [24]. CSP manages the infrastructure
including servers, networks, storage devices. CSP should implement and operate appropriate infrastructure controls including staff training, physical location security,
network firewalls. To overcome these risks are of utmost importance because if the
physical access control is weak, attackers can steal entire servers, even if they are
protected by firewalls and encryption [24]. The cloud provider is not only responsible
to store and process data in specific jurisdictions but should also responsible to obey
the privacy regulations of those jurisdictions [25].
3.2

RQ2: Risks from Cloud Customer Perspective

1. Data Security, Privacy & Control Risks:
─ User Access:

The customer is fully responsible for the management of all software security controls. These include application access control, IAM, software patching, viruses protection [24]. One of the risks is how a customer face the privileged status of CSP and
security issues such as fault elimination, data damage and data migration [26].
─ Data Privacy and Security:

It is an essential security concern for the end- users to know about the privacy and
protection of their data from CSP in order to ensure that data privacy is not compromised. But eventually the customers are responsible for the security and integrity of
their own data even it resides on providers premises [15]. The loss of encryption key
or privileged access code will bring serious problem to cloud service users [36]. Accordingly, lack of cryptographic management information will heavily lead sensitive
damages of data loss, and unexpected leakage of user data to the outside world. Customer data and commercial secrets should not be leaked while residing on CSP premises [24]. According to CSA group [30], the burden of avoiding data loss does not fall
completely on the provider's shoulder. If a customer encrypts data before placing it to
the cloud, and lost the encryption key, the data will be lost as well.
─ Data Segregation:

It is the responsibility of cloud customer to find out the techniques used by the provider to segregate the data and must ensure that the encryption schemes are deployed
and are effective enough to provide security [29]. Encryption cannot be assumed as
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the single solution for data segregation problem. In some cases, customers may not
want to encrypt data because encryption accident can destroy the data [23].
─ Data Availability:

When the client data is uploaded into the cloud, clients no longer possess any data on
the cloud. Customers personal data and information on the Cloud in not available
either lost or heck, it is difficult to retrieve the original data [31].
─ Secure Data Deletion:

Appropriate, error free and timely data deletion may be impossible and undesirable.
One of the reasons is the extra copies of data reside at different locations and the other
is that the disk to be destroyed also contain data from other clients [19]. Data is supposed to be destroyed completely, when it is no longer required. But due to the physical characteristics of storage medium, the data deleted may still exist and can be restored. This may cause a risk of sensitive data disclosure to the customer [11].
2. Technical Risks:
─ Infrastructure Capabilities:

It is difficult to show CSP that their cloud performance is not in accordance with their
agreed SLA because of the server's workload and variable nature of the network. This
cause disputes and litigation. The solution is to evaluate the cloud performance under
appropriate investigation before adopting. Another solution is to use third party monitoring tools for the verification of system performance [21].
─ Application Development:

The purpose is to allow developers to develop their applications over the provided
platform. Therefore, the customers are mainly responsible for protecting their developed applications and the platform. At the same time, the providers are responsible
for isolating the customers applications and development environments [9].
─ Portability:

According to K. Popovic and Z. Hocenski [32], the risk of compatibility arises if the
customer wants to move from one provider to the other because the storage services
offered by one CSP may be incompatible with another provider's service.
3. Compliance and Audit:
─ Disaster Recovery:

Cloud Customer should know what will happen to their data if a disaster occurs.
Therefore, it is the customers primary security responsibility to ask whether the provider will be able to completely recover your data and how long it will take. [29]
─ Legal Challenges:

CSP is more susceptible to legal and regulatory concerns and commit to keep and
process customers' data in specific jurisdictions that provides security and privacy of
data as promised in their SLA's. Even then, the organizations are mainly responsible
for the privacy of their data kept at the CSP site [33]. The computer processing power
or storage one buys via a Cloud service may be based in another country or may be
divided between multiple countries. Despite the advantages of cost and efficiency, it
raises legal issues by exporting customer's data abroad [27,37].
4. Physical Security:
─ Data Location:

As the data is stored redundantly in multiple physical locations by the CSP and that
location information is not revealed to the customer. On the customer side, it is difficult to determine whether appropriate security measures are in place to secure customers' data [21]. The customer cannot avoid the downtime of a cloud computing
environment, which is the time in which the CSP machines are not working properly.
This situation brings immense discourage to the confidence of customers [34].

4

Discussion And Analysis

The aim of the proposed research is to thoroughly examine the selected papers and
identify the security risks. Customer's thought that once the customer organization
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relinquish cloud computing responsibility to a CSP, all the security would now be the
responsibility of the CSP. But it is equally important that how the customer data is
moving outwards from the customer's organization. Before adopting cloud computing,
risk management policies and mechanisms need to be developed and properly formulated [35]. In Table 2, we suggest the possible security measures that help in mitigating the identified risks to some extent. The risks related to cloud provider are represented as (CP) and the risks related to cloud customer are represented as (CC).

The physical security of a cloud provider's
data centers composed of servers, storage
and network devices. (CP)

Cloud providers must have certain policies and procedures in place to
prevent physical security breaches these includes physical location
security like alarms, CCTV cameras etc.

Enforce regulatory obligations in a cloud
environment. (CP)

• CSP must abide by all the regulations within a country, regarding
cloud security. These regulations include HIPPA, FISMA
• CSP has to contend with the Legal Systems under different Jurisdictions with not so much of visibility as to where the Data resides and
how it is routed by passing through different Legal Jurisdictions.
Recommends replicating data across multiple infrastructures to avoid
vulnerabilities in the event of a major failure

Technology
Organizational

Risks related to data deletion (CP)
Lack of standardized technology in the
cloud computing system (CC)
Compatibility issue between cloud and IT
systems in customer's organization (CC)
Risks related to Resource Planning, Change
Management (CC)
Risks related security management (CC)

Compliance
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Preventing unauthorized access to customer's data in the cloud (CP), (CC)
Risks related to multi- tenancy (CP)

SECURITY MEASURES
Specific security measures have been taken by CSP to prevent outages
and attacks
• To mitigate these risks is using APIs to implement a robust access
control, using encryption to protect data traffic.
• Analyze that data is protected during design time, as during runtime.
• Provide effective mechanisms for key generation, storage, and
destruction of data
Can be resolved by implementing Management, authentication and
authorization techniques on both customer and provider's sides
CSP should use effective encryption methods to guarantee data isolation between clients.
The provider should define policies to establish procedures for the
destruction of persistent media before throwing it out.
The customer should ensure if the provider uses standardized technology and it should be mentioned in its initial contract.
The solution is to use the hybrid cloud, which is capable of handling
much of these compatibility issues
Involves stakeholders in cloud adoption procedures

Physical
Security

Data Security & Privacy

Table 2. Risks and Suggested Security Measures
RISKS
Ensure availability of customer's data in
cloud (CP)
Risks related to data security and privacy
(CP), (CC)

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
(CP)

Reevaluate existing security standards before cloud adoption.

Conclusion

The main objective of the SLR presented in this paper is to categorize risks related to
cloud computing paradigm. We have followed the SLR methodology depicted in [5]
to identify 31 primary studies out of 100 papers. Our analysis is concerned with both
service provider and consumer in cloud computing. The review and analysis of the
selected studies identify a number of challenges and indicates that there is still enormous opportunities for researchers to contribute in this area. Some topics such as data
security and privacy are widely investigated, while others, e.g. physical and organizational security, have received less attention. The framework we have proposed contributes to organize the available knowledge and indicates future research directions.
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